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Introduction
Drinkin’ Homer was created for the Things That Think course at the University of

Colorado during the spring 2005 semester.  The first project dealt with building an
automata or other toy that exhibited motion.   Since this is a computer science course an
embedded system is also an element of the toy.  This document describes the how, why,
and would haves of the automata that our group created.

I.  Construction: Mechanical and Computational Elements
The drinking homer project used a cricket to control the main movement

of the project which was to move Moe back and forth in order to fill up a shot glass.  To
do this we used a Lego motor directly connected to Moe which moved him back and
forth.  His arm was connected to a dowel that went down to the middle level and rested
on a ramp.  We positioned his arm so it could bend easily and rested it on the ramp so
that when he moved towards the tap his arm would go up and keep his cup level, when
Moe moved the other direction (towards the shot glass) he would be going down the
ramp and so the arm would fall downwards pouring the water inside the pitcher into the
shot glass.  The tap which Moe fills his pitcher up with was constantly on and powered
by the water pump in the lower reservoir.  The water would be pouring out of the tap and
fall down into a funnel which led it back to the reservoir.  All Moe had to do to fill up his
pitcher is turn so that his pitcher was underneath the flow of water and above the funnel.

Besides controlling the Lego motor the cricket also controlled a light sensor
which was placed next to the shot glass underneath the bar so that it look through the shot
glass close to the top.  When the shot glass became full from Moe's sloppy pouring then
the sensor would realize that it was getting less light and turn the motor that moved Moe
off.  The code to control the cricket was very straight forward using a simple loop that
reversed direction and moved the motor for .2 seconds.  Inside the loop, if the light sensor
said that the glass was full then the loop was broken and everything stopped.

II. Implementation:  What Worked and Did Not Work
When we first started the project we didn’t really discuss the issue of using wood

or plastic for the construction.  We ended up using both.  Obviously, this was not a good
idea as we had water involved.  The main problem we had with using wood was that it
kept getting warped which caused everything to be off, which meant that it didn't work.
The bar was all wood and towards the end of our project it got so out of shape that our
water would not pour from the tap into Moe's pitcher.  Also the dowel that connects to
Moe's arm started to get warped which caused it not to move up and down as easy.  The
main reason we didn’t think of this was that we didn’t expect there to be so much spilled
water.  However, this turned out to be one of the funny and interesting parts of our
project because it added an element of humor.

We ended up replacing our wood ramp to a plastic ramp and it worked much
better.  Our main hurdle was getting the motion of Moe's arm to work so that he filled up
the shot glass.  We ended up making several ramps initially just to test the motion of his
arm.  After we solved this the rest fell into place and the project ended up working pretty



well.  If we had to do it again we would definitely use plastic for everything and the
entire project would have run more smoothly.

III. Context: Influences, Educational/Artistic Aspects, Purpose
Our motivation for this idea came from the television show The Simpsons which

all three of us spend way too much time watching.  We had seen other projects that were
based on movie and TV themes and we know that was the way we wanted to go.
Another project we were very intrigued with was Leah’s glass symphony.  We liked the
idea of working with liquids and started making plans for a Simpsonesque fountain.  On
the show the place where there was daily liquid flow was at Moe’s Tavern (Moe is the
bartender of the town of Springfield in The Simpsons.)

Now that we had our theme we needed to engineer the finer details of the project.
After seeing all the videos in class of automata we based our project after the Cabaret
automata.  We did this because we liked this style and to be honest we thought that was a
requirement of the project.  This for which ever reason worked out well.  For the most
part we stuck to this style well.  We had the platform above with the interesting scene,
and the mechanics directly below that.  (See “Final Product Pictures” in the Appendix)

We feel that this is more of an artistic/entertainment project than educational.  It is
true that something can be learned from the mechanics, but sometimes you just need to
take a step back and enjoy it.  We loved that the water splashed everywhere, which gave
a very distinct and humorous characteristic to our project.  As for other purposes, it gave
us computer nerds a chance to build something with our hands, and we had a really good
time doing it.

IV. Improvements: Short-Term, Long-Term
There are many improvements that we could have made if time were not a factor.

In fact, our original design was a little more ambitious then we had time for.  There are
two shorter-term goals that we would have implemented.  First this projects name is
based around Homer Simpson, but he does not really do anything in our project.  The first
thing we would do is incorporate him so he might take a drink from a beer Moe poured
him that would empty into the reservoir below.  The second short-term is a better pouring
system.  The water being thrown everywhere worked out, but originally we were hoping
for a more eloquent and clean solution.  This might have been better solved by using
realistic human motion to pour rather than letting gravity do the work.

The long-term goals never really entered our minds since this was not going to be
a long-term project.  One thing that realistically could make this project more intriguing
is having sound clips involved somehow.  Every episode of the show has one classic line
after another.  If we could incorporate a little bit of the sound of the real show I think the
project would be even more successful.  Other than that what we were aiming for we
think turned out very well.
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